circumstances is more questionable, and
these patients are often better dealt with by a
familiar, sympathetic, and well informed
member of the "core" team.
Although it is impossible to provide a
completely comprehensive account of
haemophilia care in a book of this size, most
areas are adequately covered, and some
chapters very good indeed. It is a valuable
source of practical information and every
haemophilia centre should have at least one
copy.
CRM HAY

The Autopsy-Medical Practice and Public
Practice. RB Hill and RE Anderson. (Pp
294; £45.) Butterworths. 1989. ISBN 0-40990137-7.
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ology department can be acquired
or less. The other 5% is learned ove
of one's professional life. It is my b
this 95% can be contained in a stand
from which, with the aid of compr
references, the unusual can be pursi
this end he has assembled colleag
special interests in the major divisio
field to produce a book organised
temic lines, but including oc
topographic chapters such as those
to the mediastinum and the peritone
"common 95%" of disease entities
organ system are discussed in the fr
referenced text. The individual tc
generally well covered, particularly
the chapters on the haematopoietic
soft tissues, bone, and joint. Some, I
will find the sections on the nervou;
urinary tract, liver, and skin rather
particularly effective space saving ti
for the more unusual conditions is t]
simple tables, relating, for exami
tumours of the organ in question di
references, without the additional th
sketches of these entitites found il
texts such as Ackerman. The re
following each chapter certaii
numerous and include many classic
some going back many years. PerhaLps this is
why sometimes the most recent reeferences
are not present. I would have preferrred to see
the topics covered within an individi aal chapter listed at the beginning of that chapter
rather than at the beginning of each volume.
The index, however, is good.
This book has to compete witth other
comprehensive texts such as Ackenman and
it does. It is unlikely that many lab(oratories
buy more than one such text and if Iplaced in
such a dilemma then a prospective pgurchaser
would do well to browse or broo d before
making a decision.
R OWEN

This book is a curious blend of history,
anecdote, scientific analysis, and polemic,
such as could only have been generated by a
real enthusiasm for the subject. It documents
the necropsy as the catalyst for the development of modern scientific medicine and
reviews its continuing value in contemporary
medicial practice and for society as a whole.
It analyses the current decline of the
necropsy, despite clear evidence of its usefulness, and concludes on a positive note, with
recommendations for its revival.
In the UK, medical audit has suddenly
become both fashionable and politically
desirable. Its costs are being identified and it
may even, in part at least, be seen to justify
additional funding. As a result, there is a
window of opportunity for the rescue of the
necropsy, the 'ultimate audit'. For these who
have to 'sell' the necropsy to a potentially
sceptical audience, this book provides a rich
mine of facts and persuasive arguments. It
should be of equal interest and concem to
pathologists, bedside clinicians, and medical
administrators.
For anyone in medicine who has the
slightest interest in the necropsy, this book
will make compelling reading. For anyone
without the slightest interest, it should be Pathology and Pathophysiology of ALIDS and
made compulsory.
HIV-Related Diseases. Ed SJ Hatrawi, CJ
PG TONER O'Hara- (Pp 512; £75.) Chapman & Hall.
1988. ISBN 0-412-29140-1.
Surgical Pathology. 2nd ed. Walter F Coulson. (Pp 1824; 1434 illustrations; 109 tables; The editors have assembled a team, with 21
2 volume set-£125.) Gower Medical Publi- others, all eminent practitioners in Boston,
New York, and Washington h ospitals,
shing. 1988. ISBN 0-397-506,r '0.
medical, and dental schools. The pre face sets
It is 10 years since the first edition of this out their intentions and limitations, and in
book, but Professor Coulson's comments, the course of 19 chapters the authi ors have
then in the preface, remain as an admirably collated an immense amount of datta coverclear statement of his philosophy and aims ing HIV infection, its basis and impl ications,
for a textbook of surgical pathology. "It is throughout the body at all ages. Where
probable that the ability to diagnose 95% of appropriate there is ample commenLt on the
all the material received in a surgical path- use of investigative tools and of info)rmation

to be derived from the infection in Africa and

in Macaques.
There are numerous illustrations-most
of high quality-and little has been lost by
avoiding colour and its high cost; chapters
are thoroughly researched and references
throughout are liberal, with some from 1988,
including that year's international conference on AIDS in Stockholm.
The book gives the background to all the
various presentations ofthis infection, and is
to be highly commended to pathologists and
clinicians regularly seeing such patients as
well as researchers: my personal experience
particularly directs readers to the superb
contribution on the nervous system where
HIV is at its very worst. At the end of the
work are three appendices giving sound
guidance on safety precautions, diagnosis,
and special stains; for the uninitiated the
latter two can be expanded with benefit.
JN HARCOUT-WEBSTER

Pathology ofTumoursofthe Nervous System.
5th ed. Dorothy S Russell, Lucien J Rubinstein. (Pp 1012; £110.) Edward Arnold. 1989.
ISBN 0-7131-4549-0.

This is the fifth edition of a book that has
been the standard reference work on the
pathology of tumours of the nervous system
since 1959. The new edition incorporates
many of the scientific advances that have
been made in neuro-oncology. The introductory chapter on pathogenesis has been considerably expanded to include current concepts on oncogenes, growth factors and their
receptors, tumour markers, and some
immunological aspects of human gliomas. A
separate chapter is included on experimental
neuro-oncology. A great deal ofthe book has
been rewritten and updated but much of
Dorothy Russell's original descriptive writing on cerebral tumours and their effects has
been retained. The order of the systematic
descriptions has been changed, tumours of
central neuroepithelial origin being dealt
with first, with two chapters dealing with
tumours of peripheral neuroblasts and ganglion cells, and paraganglions at the end
There is a separate account of the effects of
radio- and chemotherapy on intracranial
and intraspinal tumours and on the adjacent
brain and spinal cord. In addition to the
considerably extended text, there are many
more figures, and some traditional illustrations have been renewed. There is particulay
emphasis on rare entitites where there is the
greatest need for guidance.
In parts the book fails to analyse all of the
evidence on nomenclature. For instance
there is no reference to the histochemical

